Summary of the week in France
From the Norwegians
We arrived the place where we were staying in France 8th of October. Some of us had left Norway
with plane the same day, while others had already been out traveling and met us there. The first
night we started to get to know each other, and met our groups for the first time. The day after,
we had a lot of name-games to learn the names to all the new people. It was a challenge with all
the different names in the other languages. The rest of the week we had a lot of different
trainings, and we got to try out the French terrain. The terrain was different from our usual
Norwegian terrain. We had some trainings were we ran in groups (in our groups and our relay
teams), and some were we ran alone. We also got to go to the school were the French students
study, it was a great experience to see how their school is, and what the classes were like. We also
got to be tourists in Saint-Etienne, we walked through the city and got guidance and information
from some of the French students. Another day we went to the museum of the coalmines, and got
to e perie e

ei g i the

i es , far beneath the ground. It was a social trip, and we got new

friends from both Portugal and France.

Some of us a swe i g the uestio : What was the est a out the E as us p oje t i F a e? :
Helene: Very fun terrains.
Andrea: The best about the week was the social part, it was nice to get new friends from other
countries. The terrains were also very good.
Kathinka: The best things in France were the workouts, where we were able to see different types
of terrains in France, and we could get to know the others, and the social free time we got at the
end of the day. We gathered around the tables in a in a common room and played card-games. It
was really fun, and it was not a planned event, so it made it even more social because we gathered
o our o

i itiati e. But all i all, I a

reall satisfied ith the hole eek, a d I’

forward to our next meeting�
Sarah: The social events were good.
Tord: The food.
Marlin: It was interesting to see how the French students lived at the school.
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